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The title of your project inspired me in the sense that its problems are central to the world’s regulations.
Isn’t it complicated to exchange, even for a moment, without the discussion addressing the issue of
money?
For your open call for projects, I wanted to think about a machine that puts things back to their simplest expression. An ultra simple machine, using basic mechanical principles whose comprehension
is accessible to the greatest number. Its simplicity is opposed to the complex model of technologies
(ultra-complex algorithms of which very few know only the definition, for example). The control society
born with recent technologies exerts itself above all on the thought and the commercial desire to control
the actions. It wants to influence the desires in order, above all, to “take the money” from those who
own it, even if very little.
The lust for other people’s money justifies all the processes that always flower at the border of legality,
when they do not cross it.
Just after the Second World War, Pier Poalo Pasolini announced that he became anti-consumerist because he refused to be buried under all layers of marketing… The awareness of the existence of these
processes can help to fight the model imposed on us and change things.

To illustrate a complex subject, I propose a simple installation/ machine, derisory, composed of recovered elements (no money was necessary for its realization). There is a globe, driven by a belt connected
to a small electric motor that makes it run at a speed that can be adjusted. Suspended on a tray, there
is a head representing an observer, himself above a small pile of books. The machine is operated by
the spectator with an on/off switch.

On the globe, I transcribed Albert Camus’s “Stockholm Speech” when he was awarded the Nobel Prize
for Literature in 1957 (reproduced below). This major text, which talks about global solidarity, generosity, etc. does not mention the issue of money. This may be the answer to the problems associated
with monetary systems: It is not by talking about money that we will solve the problems inherent in it,
but elsewhere.
In the near distant, there is a suspended tray on which is placed a head symbolizing . He himself dominates a lot of important books that he has nourished himself. She invites the viewer to identify himself,
to take his place and to reflect.
This little staging is activated or not by the passerby, the audience.

More generally, this installation refers to a period when «DIY» was enough to shine. There was a time
when bartering had a bigger place. Today, barter is less practised, but it is interesting to consider that
the best escape from monetary systems, from taxation systems, is barter, the first trading system of
humanity.
Gérald Foltête Jan. 2022

explanations & depictions

Here is a general view of the installation called «the Stockholm speech». The dimensions are approximatively 100x100x200cm.
You can have a look at the following 60 sec. video: https://youtu.be/wActQxzlUhc

explanations & depictions

the globe is rottating and its speed and sense can vary depending on the purpose. (for exemple you can decide to have it run quickly to finish with a mediocre
period as quick as possible or you can have it run into the opposite way to come back to a time where we could refix things nicely, etc.)

explanations & depictions

On the globe is written the Stockholm speech by Albert Camus in full length. The original recording is broadcasted while the machine is working. (as well as on
the video). You can have access to the full speech in french and english here: https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/literature/1957/camus/speech/

explanations & depictions

Assiciated to the globe is a clay head suspended on top of some historical great writtings, also rotating. The head is a metaphorical representation of the observer, the philosopher or the pragmatic, for which the viewer, the spectator can associate.
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